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Parable #4: So why is this a given?
Airports operate, as you’d expect, to exacting procedures to ensure safe operations.  Runways 
and how they are used are especially heavily regulated with seemingly immutable constraints 
applied to the airport users as well, as it turns out, to others around the airport who might 
undertake activities with potential to interfere with safe operations.


One of those potential areas of interference relates to height - in particular the landing approach 
zone.  (Imagine an expanding cone shaped area extending from near the end of the runway  up to 
several hundred meetings over the several kilometres that aircraft need to line up for and enter the 
‘glide’ path to the runway. Anything that could protrude into the flight path is a “no-no”.  That can 
be physical objects, but it could also include lights - anything that might affect safe operations as 
aircraft approach the critical landing phase.


Mascot airport in Sydney is the point of interest for this story.


Westconnex, a major motorway project that will expand, extend and interconnect the M4 and M5 
motorways impacts around the airport. Transport NSW, through its Roads and Maritime Services 
component, needed to resolve an engineering and construction solution to some critical roads 
and intersections as well as an adjustment to the rail line servicing Sydney’s Port Botany 
operations.


A Value Engineering review of the needed works and engineering options highlighted the impacts 
of the height constraints on both what could be constructed and indeed how it could be 
constructed. What in any other location would have been elegantly simple became instead 
something extremely challenging.


Now the constraint was well known and had been taken into account in the preliminary design of 
the infrastructure.  There was no surprises here about this issue.  No one had challenged this well 
recognised given.


When RMS sought early contractor involvement in challenging the preliminary design. Two (2) 
highly competent Tier 1 contractors were engaged for this task. Working in parallel but 
independently to ensure competitive thinking and input.


It was in one of the VE sessions that one of the contractors raised the query “Do we have to 
accept the height restrictions as being applicable to these works and for the full duration - is it 
possible to negotiate a slight adjustment that will allow some simpler, safer and more efficient 
solutions in the most complex locations for this project, at least for the short periods when these 
works can be undertaken?”


When the possible alternative engineering and construction methods were considered there was 
clearly potential for simplified engineering and there would be significant benefit to the project.
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Did the airport operator and safety regulator agree to some changes to accommodate the 
project?  Unfortunately it would not be appropriate to disclose the outcomes in this instance.


I offered it for your consideration simply to make the point again - if project teams accept 
constraints as givens - and they are not challenged in any way - then we may be closing off 
thinking about and creating potentially significant better value for money infrastructure outcomes.


Project leadership should include testing / challenging, at every phase of decision-making, are the 
givens and assumptions still valid, and based on those, are we still therefore focused on the best 
value for money solution?
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